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‘All of India praying for our former PM’: 
Leaders wish Manmohan Singh speedy
recovery

'All of India praying for our former
PM': Leaders wish Manmohan Singh
speedy recovery
india Updated: May 11, 2020 00:58 IST
Leaders across party lines prayed for
former prime minister Manmohan
Singh's speedy recovery after he was admitted to Delhi's All India
Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS) on Sunday night for fever and
chest pain.
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ET Editorials Blog - Economic Times
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Quick takes, analyses and macro-level
views on all contemporary economic,
financial and political events.
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Editorial News: Latest Editorial
News Today, Editorial News
Headlines India | Hindustan Times
Editorial News - Read latest Editorial
News from India and the World from all
popular sections such as politics,
entertainment, sports, crime, regional, technology, business and more
at hindustantimes.com.
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The Hindu

Editorials, Editorial Opinions,
Editorial News, The Hindu Opinion
At a time when everyone is awaiting an
early end to the health and economic
crisis caused by the global pandemic,
the interests of labourers and workers
are once again set to be sacrificed. The revival of business and
economic activity after weeks of forced closure is indeed a key
objective to be achieved.
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Columns, Leading Columns, Indian
Express Columns
Columns- Find the latetst news by the
leading Columninst of The Indian
Express. Also get views by top Columns
at The Indian Express.
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Times of India

Times of India Readers' Blog
Find out the views, opinions, analysis of
our experts on entertainment, news,
economy, science, spirituality and much
more at Times of India
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TOI Editorials Blog - Times of India
Blog
The Times of India has updated its
Privacy and Cookie policy. We use
cookies to ensure that we give you the
better experience on our website. If you
continue without changing your settings, we'll assume that you are
happy to receive all cookies on the The Times of India website.
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If you think way to normalisation will be very
short, that's a mistake: Lakefield Partners

If you think way to normalisation
will be very short, that's a mistake:
Lakefield Partners
Govts have no choice but to fill the gap
in revenue and income and it will have a
long-term effect on public debt, says
Bruno Verstraete, partner. How are you looking at the US job loss
numbers?
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Workers refusing to rejoin factories post
lockdown may face pay cuts, disciplinary
action

Workers refusing to rejoin factories
post lockdown may face pay cuts,
disciplinary action
New Delhi: Factories and other
establishments in some states may be
allowed to cut salaries and initiate
disciplinary action against workers who don't report back to work
within a stipulated period once the Covid-19 lockdown is lifted.
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Economic activity step-up, easing of curbs
on PM-CMs meet agenda

Economic activity step-up, easing of
curbs on PM-CMs meet agenda |
India News - Times of India
NEW DELHI: PM Narendra Modi will have
a lengthy, open-ended discussion, which
may run into several hours on Monday,
with chief ministers on the next steps of a graded exit from the
lockdown. The talks will take note of the continued rise in Covid-19
cases, particularly in states like Maharashtra and Gujarat, while
considering measures to increase the pace of economic activities.
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CBSE mulling steps to ensure social
distancing norms are followed during
remaining exams

CBSE mulling steps to ensure social
distancing norms are followed
during remaining exams
education Updated: May 10, 2020 23:02
IST As it keeps one eye on the number of
COVID-19 patients and another on the
series of government guidelines on lockdown, the Central Board of
Secondary Education (CBSE) is contemplating a series of steps to
ensure that the remaining class 10 and 12 exams, which over lakhs of
students have to take, go smoothly with social distancing norms
firmly in place.
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UGC wants academic yr from Aug, NU
academicians differ

UGC wants academic yr from Aug,
NU academicians differ - Times of
India
NAGPUR: Even as University Grants
Commission (UGC) has come out with a
tentative timetable for all universities
and other institutions for the new academic year (2020-21),
academicians associated with Nagpur University differ over its
proposals. UGC has suggested to start the new academic year from
August 1 to 31 for the second, third and fourth year courses.
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Covid-19 lockdown: Delayed academic
plans and uncertainty - anxiety grips CBSE
class 12 students

Covid-19 lockdown: Delayed
academic plans and uncertainty -
anxiety grips CBSE class 12
students - Times of India
NEW DELHI: 17-year-old Pratyusha Jha,
wakes up scrambling for newspapers
these days to look for any news about her pending board exams and
is anxious about what the future has in store for her. Similar concerns
are shared by Bipin Kumar, a class 12 student, who says the
announcement of board exams from July 1 to 15 brought limited
clarity as the larger questions remain unanswered.
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use internal assess
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Promote all school students next
year or use internal assessment
mechanism instead of exams: Kapil
Sibal - Times of India
NEW DELHI: With uncertainty looming
over the 2020-2021 academic session of
schools in the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic, former Human
Resource Development Minister Kapil Sibal on Sunday said either all
students barring those in Class 12 be promoted or an internal
assessment mechanism be put in place to save them from
examination stress next year.
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Education News

Education News 2020: Latest Exam
Results, Board Exam, Admit Card
Notifications | Hindustan Times
Education News 2020: Get latest news
updates on Board Exam, Admit Card,
School, India Results, universities cut off
list, government recruitment and bank notification along with other
career updates at Hindustan Times
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Literature is about preserving your
childishness all your life: Orhan Pamuk

Literature is about preserving your
childishness all your life: Orhan
Pamuk
Nobel Laureate Orhan Pamuk gave a
moving speech on receiving the coveted
honour. At the Nobel Banquet speech,
The Snow author contemplated on oft-asked questions like why does
he write. "Why do you write?" this is the question I have been asking in
most of my writing career," he says.
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Coronavirus lockdown | How can inter-State
workers be protected?

Coronavirus lockdown | How can
inter-State workers be protected?
The story so far: On Friday, May 8, 16
migrant labourers who were trying to
return to Madhya Pradesh, their home
State, on foot were killed when a goods
train ran over them between Jalna and Aurangabad districts in
Maharashtra.
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Read Articles, Columns, Opinions,
Analysis, Comments And Much More
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Columns
Follow What The Hindu Columnists Have
To Say On Trending Topics From The
World Of Politics, Sports, Business &
Entertainment
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Beijing refutes 24 ‘lies’ of US on outbreak

Beijing refutes 24 'lies' of US on
outbreak - Times of India
BEIJING: China has issued a rebuttal of
what it said were 24 "preposterous
allegations" by some US politicians over
its handling of the outbreak. A 30-page,
11,000-word article posted on the ministry website on Saturday
expanded the refutations made during press briefings, and began by
invoking Abraham Lincoln.
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Top US public health officials self-
quarantine, Obama slams Trump’s handling
of epidemic
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Top US public health officials self-
quarantine, Obama slams Trump's
handling of epidemic
world Updated: May 11, 2020 06:50 IST
Three top US public health officials at the
forefront of the Trump administration's
response to the Covid-19 outbreak went into self-quarantine Saturday
for the next two weeks after "low-risk" exposure to the deadly virus
through contacts with someone who has tested positive.
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WHO denies report of pressure from China
to withhold corona virus info

WHO denies report of pressure from
China to withhold coronavirus info -
Times of India
BERLIN: The World Health Organisation
has dismissed as "false allegations" a
media report that it withheld information
about the new coronavirus following pressure from China. The UN
agency said in a statement late Saturday that a German magazine's
report about a telephone conversation between WHO chief Tedros
Adhanom Ghebreyesus and Chinese President Xi Jinping on January
21 was "unfounded and untrue".
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Coronavirus | U.K. lockdown to stay in place
till June 1, says Boris Johnson

Coronavirus | U.K. lockdown to stay
in place till June 1, says Boris
Johnson
British Prime Minister Boris Johnsonon
Sunday announced a phased plan to
ease a nationwide coronavirus
lockdown, with schools and shops to begin opening from June 1 - as
long as infection rates stay low.
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Doctors keep discovering new ways the
coronavirus attacks the body

Doctors keep discovering new ways
the coronavirus attacks the body
Deborah Coughlin was neither short of
breath nor coughing. In those first days
after she contracted the novel
coronavirus, her fever never spiked
above 100 degrees. It was vomiting and
diarrhea that brought her to a Hartford,
Conn., emergency room on May 1. "You
would have thought it was a stomach
virus," said her daughter, Catherina Coleman.
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Boris Johnson announces five-tier
coronavirus alert system

Boris Johnson announces five-tier
coronavirus alert system
Boris Johnson has announced a five-tier
alert system to rank the threat from
coronavirus - although experts said it
was not immediately clear how
independent or effective the scheme would be. The current threat
level of the pandemic will be categorised on a scale of one to five in
different parts of the country, based on assessments by a new "joint
biosecurity centre".
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Post-Covid-19, the world will change. Here
are 7 ways how this could happen

Post-Covid-19, the world will
change. Here are 7 ways how this
could happen
opinion Updated: May 06, 2020 08:58 IST
The coronavirus disease is wreaking
havoc across the world and it is far from
clear how long it will last. The full extent of the damage, both
economic and non-economic, may not be known for a while.
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In living with the virus, local govts’
preparedness will be key, says WHO Covid
envoy
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In living with the virus, local govts'
preparedness will be key, says WHO
Covid envoy
Nabarro, a British physician and public
health professional who was in the race
for the top post at WHO, is one of the six
special envoys named by the WHO director general in February to
provide strategic advice to countries and engage in high-level political
advocacy on Covid-19.
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Olive Ridley turtles crawl towards Odisha’s
Rushikulya beach

Olive Ridley turtles crawl towards
Odisha's Rushikulya beach | News -
Times of India Videos
Hundreds of Olive Ridley turtles came
out of the nests to crawl towards
Odisha's Rushikulya beach. Females of
the species nest together in large numbers at mass nesting sites.
They hatch in 45 to 60 days, depending on the temperature of the
sand and weather conditions.
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Everything that shines is not gold, it could
be silver: Jim Rogers

Everything that shines is not gold, it
could be silver: Jim Rogers
Everything that shines is not gold, it
could be silver according to Jim Rogers!
Watch as he shares his preferred choice
of investment with ET NOW's Nikunj
Dalmia.
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